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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO9841298A1] An apparatus (10) for playing a game between two or more players, said apparatus including (i) a playing field (11)
comprising a commencement zone (13) and a plurality of continuous pathways (14) each having a multiplicity of zones (15) a number of which
have a first indicium (20) associated therewith, (ii) a plurality of tokens corresponding to the number of players playing the game, said tokens
movable along said pathways from said commencement zone (13), (iii) means for generating a random number for indicating a number of zones
(15) said tokens can be moved along said continuous pathways (14), (iv) a series of first instructions (17) selectable when a token of a player, upon
completion of a move, is placed on a zone (15) associated with the first indicium (20), said first instructions (17) comprising questions answerable by
the player, and (v) a series of ancillary instructions (18) selectable when the player selects a question (17B) from said first instructions, said ancillary
instructions (18) comprising philosophical texts and/or symbols (18A) usable by the player in generation of a response to said question, said game
characterized in that said question (17B) and said response must be communicated by said player to other player(s) playing the game whereby
said player's response to said question (17B) is positively influenced and reinforced by said philosophical texts and/or symbols (18A), a player's
score from said response being arbitrarily selected by the other player(s) from a predetermined point score range, said player's score accumulating
towards a nominated target score.
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